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MISTAKES and CORRECTIONS

Typographical corrections have been effected in the undermentioned pages during the reprinting of the Report.

Chapter 8
Page 229, para. 8.28 fifth line, seventh word “opportunities” amended to “opportunities”
Page 237, para 8.56 “The Government of the Republic of the Fiji Islands shall establish programmes...” has been indented as amended.
Page 238 reshuffle of page due to change.

Chapter 10
Page 335, Recommendations 269 fifth line, sixth word “inhabitants” amended to “Inhabitants”

Chapter 12
Page 389, first line of second paragraph, para. number “21.2” corrected as “12.2”
Page 389, 2 last lines taken to page 390.
Page 421 para. 12.120 “Subject to the provisions of this Constitution .......... and terminate any such appointment.” indented as amended.

Chapter 13
Page 440—Indentions for para. 13.49.
Page 441 reshuffle of page due to change.
Page 453, para. 13.100 sixth line first word “thereforepropose” changed to two words “therefore propose”
Page 453, para 13.102 first line seventh word “maintenance” corrected as “maintenance”
Page 456, Recommendation 446 third line, first word “maintenance” corrected to read as “maintenance”

Chapter 14

Chapter 17
Page 596 Recommendation 633 indentions “the Fijian Affairs Act; etc” in bold type
Page 617 para. 17.123, two paragraphs indented after colon as amended.
Page 622, unnecessary space on top of page before the words “Courts in Rotuma”

Chapter 19
The figure “9” on the Running head 19 is missed out on odd pages—635 to 653
Page 642, para. 19.31, second line, third word “abe” corrected to read “able”

Appendix A
Page 751, Recommendation 683, second line, seventh word “een” corrected to read “been”
Page 753, Recommendations 695—697 missing in 1st printing and inserted. See Chapter 20 page 672.

Appendix H
Page 788, line 20, deleted “Programme” from “ProgrammeHenry”